
I. Introduction 

Certain definite phenotypes of rare diseases were actively 
researched among scientists to clarify its root even though a 
rare disease occurs infrequently in the total human popula-
tion [1]. Accordingly, a few markers have been discovered 
and researchers have identified genetic origins [2]. Espe-
cially, the development of large-scale initiative in sequencing 
technologies has powerfully determined more rare variants 
in Mendelian disorders [3,4]. Many scientists are attracted to 
find uncovered elements in this field nowadays because they 
believe that it is the first step of approaching to cure rare 
chronic diseases.
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  Rare diseases are actually common despite of its rarity [5]. 
In other words, there are a large number of rare disease pa-
tients. According to EURORDIS, it is estimated that more 
than 5,000 distinct rare diseases exist and more than 6% of 
European are affected by rare diseases. In addition, there 
might be a number of unreported cases, ultra-rare diseases, 
and few patients that do not have obvious characteristic or 
symptom [6]. In some populations, prevalence of rare dis-
eases is dramatically high due to genetic inheritance. Hence, 
academics try to take a look into the ethnic characteristics in 
order to identify a clue of genetic disease which mainly oc-
curs between populations [7].
  Nevertheless, Korean researchers refer foreign resources to 
get information for rare diseases. Applying new guideline 
of treatments from different ethnic group would be inap-
propriate for Korean patients. A great number of health care 
providers and consumers are seeking for valuable informa-
tion [8], however, some materials online does not help for 
domestic researchers such as: laboratory and clinic directory. 
It is necessary to have data interchange hub for national so 
that researchers would have meaningful data for rare disease 
that mainly occurs among Korean.
  According to Centers for Disease Control (CDC), approxi-
mately 500,000 of people are suffering from more than 110 

kinds of rare diseases in Korea. Strictly speaking, approxi-
mately 0.1% of Korean population has been attacked by a 
few diseases and most of them have not started any research 
yet. Moreover, it is hard to find resources-genetic counsel-
ing, disease treatment, care center information-for sufferers 
and their family. The only way to get information is consult-
ing a doctor.
  Therefore, we have developed Korean rare disease knowl-
edge base. Its aim is to contribute to the collaboration work 
between practitioners who are interested in the same sub-
jects for better results. Rare disease knowledge base can 
provide overall tips to subjects for better understanding 
and treatment. Additionally, the first step of this approach 
will make people to begin paying attention to the problems 
of carelessness with orphan disease. The knowledge base is 
comprised of disease summary, review article, genetic varia-
tion, laboratory and clinic directory, patient registry, and do-
mestic research. Although drug database is not yet ready in 
Korean Rare Disease Knowledge base (KRDK), it is already 
considered for storing list of drug that associated with genes 
when we design database schema. For the last step, we also 
developed a Web-base interface with user friendly to enable 
to search and find knowledge instantly with a few clicks.

Figure 1. An optimized database schema for Korean Rare Disease Knowledge base (KRDK). Well-structured database keeps data integ-
rity, avoiding data redundancy problem, and appropriately organized data structure helps searching effectively.
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II. Methods

1. Database Schema
GeneTests is a database developed at University of Washing-
ton for free online medical genetics information resources 
(http://www.genetests.org) [9]. We referred its schema for 
designing a new one and made an optimized database sche-
ma for storing information about summary of disease, re-
view, genetic variant, laboratory and clinic directory, patient 
registry, and domestic research on KRDK. It helps to execute 
querying quickly and avoid redundant data. Additionally, 
we considered storing drug information that is highly con-
nected to target gene and disease. As a result, extended ver-
sion of database schema is ready for disease, gene, and drug 
relations and its relation based query is executable (Figure 1).

2. Data Resource
Orphanet, which runs by a consortium of European part-
ners, is a database of information on rare diseases and or-
phan drugs for all public (http://www.orpha.net) [10]. It pro-
vides overall information about disease and its genetic data. 
8 practitioners in Seoul National University Hospital (SNUH) 
generally referred and revised Orphanet review articles and 
other public databases, then they arrange a set of structured-
revision data and we stored over 500 disease summaries and 
48 reviews which are translated in Korean. We collected na-
tional laboratory and clinic directory by contacting experts 
and directors. Once data supplied voluntarily, Research Cen-
ter for Rare Diseases (RCRD, http://rarediseasecenter.org) 
confirmed and guaranteed those data contain laboratory and 
clinic name, director’s name, contacts and detail informa-
tion. Specifically, lab directors provide molecular genetic 
testing for a specific disorder. Finally, we have attempted to 
make the listing of Korean clinical laboratory comprehensive 
and stored reliable information in order to offer directory 
lists by searching specific disease. 
  Bio Electronic Medical Record (BioEMR) is clinical trials 
management system (http://bioemr.snubi.org:8080/bio-
emr/rdrc/) that was developed at Seoul National University 
Biomedical Informatics (SNUBI) [11]. Patient’s records in 
BioEMR, however, are not open access data due to private 
information. Accordingly, we summed up and offer only 
summary of patient’s registry of each disease. It is also avail-
able to have access registry data in detail by contacting 
RCRD. Genome Research Information Pipeline (GRIP) is an 
integrated database for analyzing and having access biologi-
cal information of human, mouse, and rat (http://grip.snubi.
org). GRIP consists of a number of major biological databas-
es and contains information about sequence, gene, protein, 

gene family, protein family, and enzyme. We integrated the 
KRDK with GRIP to capture the all biological information 
related the gene name or symbol. 

III. Results 

1. Data Collection
KRDK contains 520 rare disease entries and 48 disease re-
views. In addition, 6 laboratory directories include testing 
methods on 303 inherited diseases for 184 genes and 35 spe-
cialists in rare diseases in Korea are listed as well. There are 
839 discovered genes that are known to affect rare diseases 
and its chromosomal location and protein name are also 
provided. It contains 12 disease patients’ registries and 22 
ongoing domestic researches with study title, director con-
tact, and so on (Table 1).

2. Search Input
User may search specific disease with its name-it does not 
need to be a full name of disease-in either Korean or Eng-
lish. KRDK can be searchable by disease name, gene symbol, 
protein name in order to explore a certain rare disease and 
disease name can be used to find related laboratory and 
clinic directory. On the other hand, users may have a look of 
whole registered rare diseases by clicking ‘All Disease’ button 
at the bottom.

3. Search Results
Every search result is displayed alphabetical order for all 
diseases. KRDK is comprised of well defined categories 
with highly structured sections (Figure 2). For every single 
disease, a search result shows 5 buttons (summary, testing, 
clinic, registry, and research) and two different colors (blue 
signifies activated button and gray signifies inactivated but-
ton) of button represents availability of its content. 

Table 1. The number of entries of each category

Category No. of entries

Disease summary 520
Review articles 48
Affected genes 839
Laboratory directory 6
Clinic directory 26
Practitioner 35
Patient’s registry summary 12
Domestic research 22
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1) Rare disease summary and review 
Summary section provides rare disease name, prevalence, 
inheritance, age of onset, the International Statistical Clas-
sification of Diseases (ICD) 10 codes, Mendelian Inheritance 
in Man (MIM) number, disease synonym, and a summarized 
article of disease in Korean. Disease related genetic informa-
tion are shown on the same page and provide gene symbol, 
chromosomal location and protein name. Additionally, every 
MIM number has hyperlink to online MIM (OMIM) Web-
site and gene symbol links to GRIP for more information 
related to a specific gene. Each of review includes definition, 
prevalence, mechanism, diagnosis, treatment, genetic coun-
seling and prenatal diagnosis. Those reviews were referred to 
previous researches and written by consultant of each spe-
cific disease. 

2) Laboratory and clinic directory
Above all, laboratory and clinic directory are domestic in-
formation. Laboratory directory focuses on testing usage 
in diagnosis and target genes for a specific disease. Also, its 
contact information has informed (Figure 3A). On the other 
hand, clinic directory provides not only a clinic name but 
also a list of name of a practitioner who is a specialist of a 
specific rare disease and contacts (Figure 3B).

3) Patient’s EMR
BioEMR is a patient registry developed at SNUBI and it 
is not accessible database for public because of patient in-
formation. Consequently, we provide information about 
the name of registry, the number of registered patients, the 
number of registered genes, a name of director, contact and 
BioEMR URL so that scientist who wants to get patient re-

Figure 2. The search result page of disease and additional information. Summary section shows overall disease information briefly. 
With clicking gene symbol, it directly connects to Genome Research Information Pipeline (GRIP) for more information that 
relates to a specific gene such as: protein, protein family, pathway and so on. Moreover, Mendelian Inheritance in Man (MIM) 
number have hyperlink to online MIM (OMIM) so that user may browse on Website instantly.
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ports in detail can request data for referring each record of 
patients (Figure 4). 

4) Rare disease domestic research
Lastly, we investigated and stored summary of rare disease 
national studies. This section includes study title, institute, 
subject related references, director’s name and contact. A cli-
nician who is interested in a specific rare disorder will have a 
chance to cooperate for the better research outcome. On the 
other hand, it is good to avoid two similar experimentations 
in different groups. With the many domestic researches, 
more and more people will pay attention to concern genetic 
disorders.

4. A Web-Based Online Submission Tool
A unified format makes it easy for data handler to collect 
data without information loss and to keep data consistency. 
However, each of institute has its own format for recording. 
Each of outlines needs to be modified depending on pur-

pose of usage. Hence, we have been offering a Web-based 
online submission tool with a single design for updating and 
modifying investigated information and test results without 
cost. Only experts may submit knowledge so there is a re-
striction-it requires sign in process-on having access to sub-
mission tool because untested information would mislead 
beginner practitioners and it is all about a clinical matter of 
life and death.

IV. Discussion 

This paper introduces the first rare disease knowledge base 
for Korean. It is comprised of comprehensive rare disease, 
genetic variants, disease review, laboratory directory for 
molecular genetic testing, clinic directory for diagnosis and 
care, patient’s registry, and ongoing rare disease study. Such 
resources are spread out online, therefore, we developed rare 
disease knowledge base integrated with patient’s registry da-
tabase and database for having access biological information 

Figure 3. An example of laboratory and clinic directory pages. 
Search result for laboratory and clinic directory pages. 
(A) All laboratories are list with available testing 
method with target gene. Additionally, by clicking 
laboratory name, visitors may get its information in 
detail such location, contact. (B) Clinic directory shows 
a name of practitioner that is a specialist of a specific 
disease and other information like clinic name and 
contact.

Figure 4. The summary of patient’s registry and its original Web 
page link. Patient’s registry shows a summary of re-
cords due to privacy policy. Summary is comprised of 
the number of registered patient and gene, director, 
contact, references and so on. Additionally, patient’s 
registry URL directly links and visitors can fully have 
access to permission from Research Center for Rare 
Diseases (RCRD).
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of human. Yet there is not enough data for those who are in-
terested in rare disease, we expect that the number of input 
data will exponentially increase sooner or later.
  KRDK integrate other sources like GRIP and BioEMR in 
order to provide comprehensive disease information. Conse-
quently, physicians do not need to spend more time on gath-
ering patient’s record and referring other biological databases 
for more information. By clicking gene symbol, visitors will 
instantly get information about gene family, protein, protein 
family, enzyme, and so on. It is also able to store drug infor-
mation and each drug has relationships between drug, target 
gene and disease. Performing query with drug names shows 
disease and target gene list, and vice versa (Figure 5). Though 
we focused on gathering rare disease sources on KRDK, 
we have primarily concerned about data reliability. Experts 
double checked all disease summary and reviews in order to 
provide accurate knowledge. Hence, not only physicians but 
also patients who may not know much in rare diseases will 
get useful and practical information from this knowledge 
base.
  Online submission tool helps to collect more information 
easily from various resources, therefore, submitted materi-
als need to be confirmed by experts. It is necessary to make 
a group of experts on rare disease for verifying given data to 
offer reliable information. With amount of credible data, we 
expect that this knowledge base contribute to help collabora-
tive research and apply for clinical trials. An effort by creat-
ing Korean knowledge base for improving understanding on 

rare diseases among Korean is the most valuable infrastruc-
ture in research field.
  More and more variants were identified by next generation 
sequencing technology [12,13]. There is great interest in 
investigating whole-exome sequencing data for deciphering 
rare variants which can be a key role in the etiology of rare 
disease. The price is affordable for exon and so is whole-ge-
nome sequencing recently. Affecting variants to rare disease 
can be distinguished by trio or quartet sequencing among 
family. We assume that discovered variants also can be 
alarmed in the same race and there would be more and more 
identified causal variants from sequencing data analysis. 
Consequently, we are considering that building a database 
for genetic variants with exome and whole-genome sequenc-
ing data so that practitioners or patients can refer their own 
sequenced data on KRDK.
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